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BE A CURTAIN QUEEN – Curtain Panels 

Instructions for Cutting Lining Pieces - Lesson Four 

Before cutting out your lining, let’s review your measurements.  Locate your window 

measurements and calculation sheets again if needed.  You’ll need the measurement for the 

desired finished length to calculate your lining cuts. 

Lining is placed one inch above the bottom line of the panel’s front fabric.  We’re not going to 

subtract that inch from our measurements because that inch will give us extra length for ease. 

Tthere are variables we must consider before completing the lining calculations.. 

1. You can make a double two-inch hem or a double three-inch ham, whatever you prefer.  

You’ll add four inches to your finished length measurement for the double two-inch 

hem and six inches for the double three-inch hem. 

2. Do you want the double fold of lining inside your header?  For thin fabrics, you want to 

include the double fold of lining, so add eight inches to your finished length, along with 

your hemming measurement of four or six inches. 

3. If your fabric is heavy, bulky, and/or thick (like upholstery weight), you may want to end 

the lining at the header fold.  That means the lining will stop at the top end of the panel 

and top edge of the double fold for the header.  The lining’s raw edge will be hidden 

securely beneath the header fold. 

4. For a gathered header, continue the lining all the way to the top cut measurement. 

Measure your lining fabric by marking off one-yard segments at a time (as demonstrated in a 

previous video) or stretch it out flat on a floor, measure, and cut. 

Lining fabric is often off-grain.  When you lay out your lining, if you’ve leveled the beginning 

edge by pulling a thread and it still looks crooked, test the straightness with a T-square and yard 

stick.   

Align the T of the T-square along the selvage edge.  Align a yard stick along the line of the T-

square by ten inches, extending as far towards the other selvage as it will reach.   
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If you see that the cut line is off from being square, realign the T-square and yard stick until a 

clear pathway is marked across the width of the fabric.  Mark the line with Sharpie marker.  Cut 

along that line, and begin your length measurements there. 

Extend your retractable tape measure to the cut measurement you achieved in your 

calculations.  Begin cutting the width, realigning the tape in sections as you cut across.  Or, you 

can mark the line first, as shown in the video for cutting the panel fabric. 

After your first cut for your lining pieces, you may place it on top of the next stretch of lining, 

aligning the selvage edges perfectly, as well as the starting edges.  Trim along the other end, 

and you have another length of lining cut.  

Repeat until all lining pieces are cut.  If you need extra widths for your panels, you’ll need the 

same in lining cuts, so include those, as well.  You can easily cut the extra widths into quarters, 

thirds, or halves to be sewn to full widths when required. 

Cutting Additional Width Portions 

If you need to cut multiple widths into sections, stack them, and make the cuts at one time.  Pin 

together along the edges if needed to hold things securely.  Cut widths in half by first measuring 

the full width of the lining, dividing by two, and trimming out from one selvage at that 

measurement.   

Cut thirds and fourths by doing the same process after dividing the width by three or four, 

respectively.  Again, you can cut along a marked line.  Place dots at measurements from the 

selvage edge and then draw a line across the dots with a yard stick.  Cut along the line, and 

you’ve finished your lining cuts!   


